Schoeller Allibert
Returnable Plastic
Packaging Solutions
Combo Fructus®

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Combo Fructus®: the new 44’’x48’’ foldable IBC for tomato paste and fruit juice
Safe, hygienic, profitable and sustainable
Outstanding performance

The most hygienic foldable IBC

The Combo Fructus® is strong and durable: its double wall
structure enables a 1500 kg unit load and a stack load of
8000 kg (4on1). Maximum safety when stacked full thanks
to the T shaped locking system between sides, ends and the
double wall water-tight lid allowing strapping.

100% smooth, easy to clean design from base to lid. No dirt or
water traps, bugs and needle contamination proof.
100% smooth and double wall sturdy design increases internal
volume and ensure compatibility with high speed filling processes.

Maximised profitability
Up to 73% folding ratio for the CF 315, one of the best
folding ratio on the market. 7 folded Combos piled in a
standard truck for reduced logistics costs and lower environmental impact/gas emission.
Maintenance: All parts can be replaced maximizing life
span of the Combo Fructus®.
Thanks to the unique and innovative bayonet fixing
system, the skids can be easily replaced.
At the end of its long service life the Combo Fructus®
can be fully recycled and raw material reused, further
lowering carbon footprint.

Automation friendly
Combo Fructus® reinforced base and skids are
compatible with racking and most automated
handling systems. Saving labor and increasing
filling process efficiency.
With 3200 kg dynamic load, it withstands road,
rail and sea freight long range logistics.

Improved handling and labor saving
Easily erected and folded by one operator only unique side walls locking
while erecting enable one operator to handle the Combo Fructus®.

Unrivalled
sustainable range
Combo Fructus® range includes 3 heights to meet
the logistics needs of tomato paste and fruit juice logistics:
• CF 280 for refrigerated sea freight
• CF 300 for sea freight
• CF 315 for road and rail transportation

Non sequential folding thanks to floating hinges saving time and labor.
Ergonomic handles on sides.
Fork tine guides on base, strong three skids base and anti-slip plugs
reinforce safety and speed handling.

Customization and tracking
Multiple identification and tracking options: Logo and company name
printing guarantee ownership and enhance brand awareness.
Multiple bar code label and RFID recesses and pockets for efficient fleet
management.

Combo Fructus®: The range

IDEAL FOR

REFRIGERATED
SEA CONTAINER

5600.100 - 1060 L - CF 280

5600.300 - 1192 L - CF 315

Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Folded height (mm)
Stacked height (mm)
Folding ratio
Version

Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Folded height (mm)
Stacked height (mm)
Folding ratio
Version

1219 x 1118 x 1064
1142 x 1035 x 882
100.0
322.5
1034
69.70 %
B/D/I/U

Lid included.

1219 x 1118 x 1186
1142 x 1035 x 1004
107.0
322.5
1156
72.80 %
B/D/I/U

Lid included.

5600.200 - 1136 L - CF 300
Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Folded height (mm)
Stacked height (mm)
Folding ratio
Version

1219 x 1118 x 1125
1142 x 1035 x 943
104.0
322.5
1095
71.33 %
B/D/I/U

Lid included.

Common Mechanical performances :
Unit load: 1500 kg
Stack load: 8000 kg (4/1)
Dynamic load: 3200 kg (1/1)
Common features :
• Solid walls
• Reinforced solid smooth base
• 3 runners
• Lid included

Lid: unique Key features

Tamper evidence
option

lid fully covers
end walls locks

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Easy stacking thanks to centering
blocks in corners and center of
sides fitting in skids recesses

Internal step/lip preventing
walls form bending inwards
in case of impact

Thumb access and
strapping feature

Please visit our website
www.schoellerallibert.com

In line with its policy of continuous development, Schoeller Allibert reserve the right to amend product specifications described in this
catalogue without prior notice. Most of products are protected by patent, registered design or copyright. Texts, characteristics, pictures
and plans are not contractual. Design and production by MAGINA – Creation 11/2017.

Durable double wall lid
100% smooth, water, dirt
and bug tight

